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My Personal Journey 

�  Against Confucianism 

�  Science and democracy 

�  Study of  world religions 
�  Christianity à Hinduismà Buddhism à Taoism à 

Confucianism 

�  Understanding of  world religions in terms six basic 
questions 

�  What can we learn from different religions? 



My Website 

�  http://www.thehsubox.com 
�  The Confucianism Page 

�  My PowerPoint Presentation 

�  My New Appreciation of  Confucianism 

�  My article on Hu Shih (胡適) 

�  The Taoism Page 
�  The Buddhism Page 
�  Other Pages 



Six Basic Questions in 
Religion and Philosophy 

�  The Question about the Ultimate Reality (終極存在) 

�  The Question about the universe (宇宙觀) 

�  The Question about human existence (人生觀) 

�  The Question about suffering, evil, and death (對痛苦
惡死的看法) 

�  The Question about solutions to suffering, evil, and 
death (對痛苦惡死的解決方法) 

�  The Question about the ideal world  (理想世界) 



The Fall of  Confucianism 
�  Confucianism met its greatest challenge in its 2500 

years of  history when the Western culture invaded or 
was introduced into China since the fifteenth century. 

�  The Western influences included military power, 
Christianity, science, technology, democracy, and 
Communism. 

�  The Imperial Civil Examination was abolished in 1905 

�  The May Fourth Movement (New Culture Movement) 
for science and democracy in 1919: “Down with the 
Confucian Shop” (打倒孔家店) 

�  Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) under Communism: 
Confucianism was practically destroyed. 



Revival of  Confucianism? 
�  Has Confucianism really died?  Are Confucian 

values still important for people under the 
Communist rule? 

�  The Confucian view that human nature is born 
good had considerable influence on the 
Enlightenment movement in the 18th century in 
Europe, which helped the development of  
democracy.  Can the same value help China 
develop a system of  democracy in the future? 



Revival of  Confucianism? 
�  The greatest challenge to all religions today is the 

advance of  science and democracy. 

�  Can Confucianism be transformed with the help of  
science and democracy to serve China for the good 
of  the people? 

�  What is the true Confucianism?  Is there one? 

�  What make us dislike Confucianism? 

�  What can we learn from Confucianism? 

�  Confucius, Lao Tzu, Jesus, and Shakyamuni:  In what 
ways are they similar and different? 



Confucianism Today 
�  In China 

�  In 2010, Confucius Peace Prize (孔子和平獎) of  
¥100,000 RMB ($15,000 USD) to Lien Chan (連戰) 
versus Nobel Peace Prize to Liu Xiaobo (劉曉波) 

�  Confucius Institute (孔子學院), based in Beijing and 
established all over the world, including Maryland 

�  In Taiwan 
�  Study of  Confucian Classics 

�  Confucius temples 

�  Confucius Jokes; sayings found in fortune cookies 























Taoism and Confucianism 
�  The earliest and longest criticism of  Confucianism 

came from Taoism. 

�  According to Taoism, as represented by Lao Tzu 
(about 6th century or 4th century BC) and Chuang Tzu 
(about 399 to 295 BC), the basic Confucian virtues 
are man-made, foreign to the true nature of  humans 
and the universe.  They are imposed and artificial. 

�  The best way to solve human suffering, evil, and 
death is to forget Confucian virtues and return to 
nature. 

�  Both Taoism and Confucianism talk about Tao, but 
they have very different views. 





Taoism and Confucianism 
�  Taoism likes to ridicule the pompousness of  the 

Confucian performance of  rites and rituals. 

�  Taoism laughs at the Confucians who are busy with 
efforts to save the world, want to become an adviser 
to a ruler, or look for a government position. 

�  According to Taoism, the Confucian virtues are the 
causes of  many, if  not all, sufferings, evils, and 
unnatural deaths in the world. 

�  Taoists may be very wise or learned but would 
generally refuse to serve in the government. 

�  Taoism offers a different way to solve human 
problems. 



Legalism and Confucianism 
�  Legalism (法家) started from the premise that 

humans are essentially selfish and evil.  They 
advocated the use of  laws, political power, and 
statecraft. 

�  This line of  thinking has often been traced to the 
Confucian philosopher, Hsun Tzu, who, unlike 
Mencius, regarded human nature in a more 
pessimistic way.  Hsun Tzu remained a Confucianist 
because he advocated the importance of  moral 
cultivation and cultural values. 

�  Even though Confucianism has become the major 
tradition in China, the imperial Chinese government 
was in practice very much some combination of  
Confucianism and Legalism. 



Buddhism and Confucianism 
�  Buddhism was introduced into China around the first 

half  of  the first century AD.  Since then it has been a 
major rival to Confucianism. 

�  One way for Chinese Buddhism to rate or understand 
Confucianism is the idea of  Five Vehicles (五乘) of  
teachings: 
�  The Vehicle of  Man (人乘): Confucianism 

�  The Vehicle of  Heaven or Nature (天乘): Taoism 
�  The Small Vehicle or Hinayana Buddhism (小乘) 

�  The Middle Vehicle (中乘) 
�  The Great Vehicle or Mahayana Buddhism (大乘) 

�  Confucianism is the lowest form of  teachings, but 
the starting point for everything else. 



The Three Religions (三教) 
�  For over 2000 years there have always been 

interactions among Confucianism, Taoism, and 
Buddhism, but no religious wars as in the West. 

�  In the end, there was a strong movement to find 
some common points and yet distinguish one 
another in some way. 

�  In their interactions, Confucianism has become more 
metaphysical, developing some ideas similar to those 
found in Taoism or Confucianism.  The development 
of  Neo-Confucianism is the best example. 

�  In the beginning, Buddhist texts were translated 
using Taoist terminologies.  In this process, 
Buddhism has become more and more Taoist. 



The Three Religions (三教)  

�  Scholars tend to agree that the development of  Zen 
or Ch’an (禪) Buddhism in China was heavily 
influenced by Taoism and to some extent 
Confucianism. 

�  There was an ecumenical movement for the idea that 
the three religions are essentially one. 

�  There has been a common saying that when a person 
is young, he is a Confucian.  After retirement, he 
becomes a Taoist.  In his old age, he is a Buddhist.  



Christianity and Confucianism 
�  Essentially Confucianism does not assume or accept 

a personal God above or beyond the universe. 

�  Essentially Confucianism does not believe in the 
basic evilness of  human nature. 

�  Confucianism basically does not believe in the fall of  
the universe, thus the universe is basically as good 
as, if  not better than, humans. 

�  Confucianism does not believe in some savior to save 
people from suffering, evil, or death.  People have to 
depend on themselves by cultivating moral virtues. 

�  Christianity tend to regard the above Confucian views 
as short-sighted, too optimistic, or wrong. 













Major Confucian Thinkers 
�  Ancient or Formative Period 

�  Confucius (孔子, 孔丘, 孔夫子): 551-479 BC 

�  Mencius (孟子): 371-289 BC 
�  Hsun Tzu (荀子): 298-238 BC 

�  Medieval Period (Confucianism adopted as the state 
official philosophy) 
�  Tung Chung-shu (董仲舒):  ~179-104 BC 

�  Neo-Confucian Period (新儒學 or 宋明理學) 
�  Chu Hsi (朱熹): 1130-1200 AD 

�  Wang Yang-ming (王陽明): 1472-1529 AD 



Basic Confucian Texts 
�  The Five Classics (五經) 

�  The Classic of  History (Documents) (書經) 

�  The Classic of  Poetry (詩經): 305 poems 
�  The Classic of  Rites (禮記) 

�  The Spring and Autumn Annals (春秋) 
�  The Classic of  Changes (易經) 

�  The Four Books (四書): Chu Hsi (朱熹, 1130-1200) 
put the four books together as a group 
�  The Analects of  Confucius (論語) 
�  The Mencius (孟子) 

�  The Great Learning (大學) 
�  The Doctrine of  the Mean (中庸) 



Confucius (551-479 BC) 
�  Chou (周) Dynasty (1111-249 BC) 

�  Spring and Autumn 春秋 (722-479 BC) 

�  Warring States 戰國 (475-221 BC) 

�  Born in the Lu (魯) State 

�  The Ju (儒) or scholarly tradition 

�  Founder of  private teaching 

�  Liberal education for public service 

�  Education without class distinction 

�  A humble, noble, yet charismatic personality 



Confucius (551-479 BC) 



The Analects (論語) 
�  Confucius’ teachings as remembered and compiled by 

his disciples about 30 to 50 years after his death. 

�  The text was destroyed by the First Emperor.  After 
recovery, the text has gone through many changes in 
the following centuries. In the present form, there are 
20 “books”, more or less random in organization.  

�  Recurrent themes appear in many chapters, 
sometimes grouped together. 

�  Readers have to use their judgments and 
interpretations to figure out Confucius’ teachings in 
some systematic ways. 



The Analects (論語) 
The Master said, “At at the age of  fifteen, I had my 
mind bent on learning.  At thirty, I established myself.  
At forty, I was no longer perplexed.  At fifty, I 
discovered my Heavenly Destiny.  At sixty, my ears 
followed the truth.  At seventy, I could live my heart’s 
desires without transgressing what was right.” (2:4) 

 

子曰,吾十有五,而志於學. 三十而立. 四十而不惑. 五十而知
天命. 六十而耳順. 七十而從心所欲不踰矩. 



The Analects (論語) 

Master Confucius said, “Isn’t it a great pleasure to 
learn and practice it constantly?  Isn’t it delightful 
when friends visit from afar?  Isn’t he a superior 
person when other people do not take notice of  him, 
he does not feel offended and unhappy?” (1:1) 

 

子曰,學而時習之,不亦說乎. 有朋自遠方來,不亦樂乎. 不知
而不慍,不亦君子乎.  



The Analects (論語) 

The Master said, “If  a person be without the virtues 
proper to humanity, what has he to do with the 
performance of  rites?  If  a person be without the 
virtues proper to humanity, what has he to do with 
music?” (3:4) 

子曰,人而不仁,如禮何? 人而不仁,如樂何? 

The Master said, “If  a person hear the teaching of  Tao 
in the morning, he may die in the evening without any 
regret.” (4:8) 

子曰,朝聞道,夕死可矣. 



The Analects (論語) 

The Master said, “The person of  superior virtue lives 
according to what is right.  The person of  inferior 
virtue lives according to what is beneficial.” (4:16) 

子曰,君子喻於義,小人喻於利. 

The Master said, “Let your will be grounded in Tao.  
Let your mind be based on virtue.  Let your action be 
nurtured in human-heartedness.  Then you can roam 
in the enjoyment of  arts.” (7:6) 

 子曰,志於道,據於德,依於仁,游於藝. 



The Analects (論語) 

When Chi Lu asked about serving ghosts and spirits, the 
Master replied, “While you cannot serve human beings 
well enough, how can you serve their ghosts and 
spirits?”  Chi Lu added, “I venture to ask about death.” 
The Master answered, “While you cannot know how to 
live well, how can you know about death?” (11:11) 

 

季路問事鬼神. 子曰,未能事人,焉能事鬼. 敢問死. 曰,未知生,
焉知死. 



The Analects (論語) 
“Do not do to others as you would not wish done to 
yourself.” (12:2) 

己所不欲,勿施於人. 

“The person with perfect humanity, wishing to 
establish himself, seeks also to establish others; 
wishing to enlarge himself, seeks also to enlarge 
others.”  (6:28) 

夫仁者,己欲立而立人,己欲達而達人. 

The Master said, “By nature, people are nearly alike; 
by practice, they get to be wide apart.” (17:2) 

子曰,性相近也,習相遠也. 



The Analects (論語) 
The Master said, “Those who know the truth are not 
as good as those who love it.  Those who love it are 
not as good as those who delight in it.” (6:18) 

子曰,知之者,不如好之者. 好之者,不如樂之者. 

The Master said, “Serve people according to what is 
right.  Respect ghosts and spirits but keep a distance 
from them.  This may be called wisdom.” (6:20) 

 務民之義,敬鬼神而遠之,可謂知矣. 



The Classic of  Changes 
(易經) 

�  Divination (占卜, 占筮) 

�  Ten Commentaries: 傳 (十翼), including 繫辭傳; 
metaphysical/philosophical explanations 

�  A unitary/binary system of  cosmology 
�  The Great Ultimate (太極) 
�  Two Forms (二儀, 二爻): Yin (陰) and Yang (陽) 

�  Four Emblems (四象) 
�  Eight Trigrams (八卦) 
�  Sixty Four hexagrams (六十四卦) 

�  All Things in the Universe 





The Great Learning (大學) 
Tseng Tzu (曾子) 

The Way of  learning to be great consists in 
manifesting the clear character, loving the people, and 
abiding in the highest good. 

 

大學之道,在明明德,在親民,在止於至善.  



The Great Learning (大學) 
Confucius/Tseng Tzu (曾子) 

Only after knowing what to abide in can one be calm.  
Only after having been calm can one be tranquil.  Only 
after having achieved tranquility can one have 
peaceful repose.  Only after having peaceful repose 
can one begin to deliberate.  Only after deliberation 
can the end be attained.  Things have their roots and 
branches.  Affairs have their beginnings and their 
ends.  To know what is first and what is last will lead 
one near the Way. 

知止而后有定,定而后能靜,靜而后能安,安而后能慮,慮而后
能得. 物有本末,事有終始. 知所先後則近道矣. 

 



The Great Learning (大學) 
Tseng Tzu (曾子) 

Investigation of  things <> extension of  knowledge <> 
sincere will <> rectification of  mind <> cultivation of  
personal life <> regulation of  family <> government 
of  a state <> peace in the world 

古之欲明明德於天下者,先治其國. 欲治其國者,先齊其家. 
欲齊其家者,先修其身. 欲修其身者,先正其心. 欲正其心者,
先誠其意. 欲誠其意者,先致其知. 致知,在格物. 物格而后知
至. 知至而后意誠. 意誠而后心正. 心正而后身修. 身修而後
家齊. 家齊而後國治. 國治而后天下平. 自天子以至於庶民,
壹是皆以修身為本. 其本亂而末治者,否矣. 其所厚者薄,而
其薄者厚,未之有也. 



The Doctrine of  the Mean (中庸) 
Tzu Ssu (子思) 

What the universe (天) imparts to humans is called 
human nature (性).  To follow our human nature is call 
the Way (道).  Cultivating the Way is called education. 
The Way cannot be separated from us for a moment.  
What can be separated from us is not the Way. 

天命之謂性. 率性之謂道. 修道之謂教. 道也者,不可須臾離
也. 可離非道也. 



The Doctrine of  the Mean (中庸) 
Confucius/Tzu Ssu (子思) 

Before the feelings of  pleasure, anger, sorrow, and joy 
are aroused, it is called equilibrium (中).  When these 
feelings are aroused and each and each and all attain 
due measure and degree, it is called harmony (和).  
Equilibrium is the great foundation of  the world, and 
harmony its universal path.  When equilibrium and 
harmony are realized to the highest degree, heaven 
and earth will attain their proper order and all things 
will flourish.  

喜怒哀樂之未發,謂之中. 發而皆中節,謂之和. 中也者,天下
之大本也. 和也者,天下之達道也. 致中和,天地位焉,萬物育
焉. 



Mencius 孟子 

In the world today, among those who are supposed to 
be the shepherds of  people, there is not one who does 
not find pleasure in killing people.  If  there were one 
who does not find pleasure in killing people, all the 
people in the world would look towards him with 
outstretched necks. (1:1:6) 

今夫天下之人牧,未有不嗜殺人者也. 如有不嗜殺人者,則天
下之民,皆引領而望之矣. 



Mencius 孟子 

When a ruler rejoices in the joy of  his people, they will 
also rejoice in his joy.  When he grieves at the sorrow 
of  his people, they will also grieve at his sorrow.  
When the sympathy of  joy spreads across the 
kingdom and when the sympathy of  sorrow pervades 
the nation, it cannot be the case that the kingship 
would not be honored. (1:2:4) 

樂民之樂者,民亦樂其樂. 憂民之憂者,民亦憂其憂. 樂以天
下,憂以天下,然而不王者,未之有也. 



Three Character Classic 
三字經 

�  Attributed to Wang Ying-Lin (王應麟), 1223-1296, for 
teaching young children 

At birth, humans are originally good.  Their natures are 
similar, but they differ due to different cultivations. 

Without proper education, their natures will turn to evil 
ways.  The principle of  education requires great 
concentration. 

           人之初  性本善  性相近  習相遠 

           苟不教  性乃遷  教之道  貴以專 



Difficulties in Understanding 
Confucianism 

�  Problem of  texts; the destruction of  the texts by 
the First Emperor (259-210 BC); classical language 

�  Long history of  development 

�  Different interpretations or biases 

�  Picking something we want or reject 

�  The need to develop a system of  thought, often 
based on selected texts 

�  Is there a “true” Confucianism? 



An Approach to 
Understanding Confucianism 
�  What does Confucianism in general teach about the 

six basic questions of  religion and philosophy? 

�  What do the Four Books teach about the six basic 
questions? 

�  In what way have the Confucian answers influenced 
the Chinese, Taiwanese, Korean, and Japanese 
histories? 

�  Do Confucian answers to these questions make 
sense in the modern scientific and democratic 
world? 



The Ultimate Reality 

�  Before Confucius, the ultimate reality tended to be 
understood in some super-naturalistic and 
anthropomorphic ways: 
�  God (神) 
�  Lord on High or Emperor Above (上帝) 

�  After Confucius, the ultimate reality has become 
more and more naturalistic and rational: 
�  Heaven (天) 

�  Heavenly Order or Mandate (天命) 
�  Tao (道) 
�  Great Ultimate (太極) or Non-Ultimate (無極) 



The Ultimate Reality 

�  Any concept of  the ultimate reality is very closely 
related to the underlying view of  the universe. 

�  The Confucian view of  the ultimate reality is very 
closely related to the concept of  the universe 
implied in the concepts of  the Great Ultimate and 
the two principles or energies of  Yin and Yang as 
found in the Classic of  Changes. 

�  In addition to the theory of  Yin and Yang, Tung 
Chung-Shu (董仲舒, ~179-104 BC) added the 
theory of  Five Elements (五行).  The Five Elements 
are Wood (木), Fire (火), Earth (土), Metal (金), and 
Water (水). 





The Ultimate Reality 

�  The theories of  Yin, Yang, and Five Elements are 
not “scientific” in the modern sense, but they were 
offered to explain the universe in some rational or 
semi-rational rather than supernatural ways. 

�  There is no significant creation myth in China or 
Confucianism.  The Pan-ku (盤古) myth was 
probably late in origin and from other cultures.  

�  In general, any creation myths have been replaced 
by more rational ways of  explanation, such as Yin, 
Yang, and Five Elements.  These have also been 
used in astrology, divination, and geomancy. 



 
The Ultimate Reality 

�  Neo-Confucianism became more interested in the 
speculation about the nature of  ultimate reality, mainly 
in response to the competitive ideas found in Taoism 
and especially Buddhism, such as Tao (道), Mind (心), 
Nature (性), Buddha-nature (佛性), and Transcendental 
Reason (理).   

�  Neo-Confucianism developed its ideas mainly from 
Mencius, Great Learning, Doctrine of  the Mean, and 
Classic of  Changes. 

�  Li (理) may be translated as Transcendental Reason or 
the Noumenal. 



 
The Ultimate Reality 

�  Chu Hsi (朱熹): 理 (Transcendental Reason or the 
Noumenal) and 氣 (Energy or the Phenomenal) are 
more or less different, thus somewhat dualistic and 
more realistic and materialistic. 

�  Wang Yang-Ming (王陽明): 理 and 氣 are essentially 
identical, thus monistic and more idealistic. 

�  The Buddhist Yua-Yen philosophy (華嚴宗): 理事無礙 
(mutual interpenetration of  the noumenal and 
phenomenal). 



The Universe 

�  The universe evolves from the Great Ultimate through 
the interactions of  the Yin and Yang.  Tung Chung-Shu 
added the Five Elements in his explanation. 

�  For Confucianism, the Great Ultimate tends to be 
more Yang; for Taoism, it is more Yin 

�  There is some moral order in the universe 

�  The universe is good 

�  There is no concept of  the fall of  the universe 



The Universe 
�  The universe consists of  two levels: heaven above and 

earth below, with humans in the middle.  A popular 
name for the universe is heaven-earth (天地).  The 
word “heaven” (天) can also mean “heaven-earth” or 
the Great Ultimate (太極). 

�  Unlike Buddhism, Confucianism did not think about 
the universe as having many billions of  eons or 
universes.  No concept of  the six forms of  beings and 
rebirths (六道輪迴). 

�  Confucianism is very this-worldly, not much 
concerned about any realm outside the universe. 



Human Existence 

�  Human existence is the focus of  Confucianism 

�  Humans are the integral parts of  the universe 

�  Confucianism may be regarded as a form of  
naturalistic humanism 

�  It is open to the idea that humans have evolved 
from other animals in the evolution of  the universe 

�  The distinctive characteristics of  humans from 
other animals lie in their moral characters and 
civilizations 



Human Existence 

�  Like all beings, humans are composed of  two basic 
forms of  energy (氣), i.e., Yin (陰) and Yang (陽). 

�  In general, when a person dies, he/she may exist in 
some subtle forms of  energy.  The lighter parts 
(Yang, 魄) go up and the heavy parts (Yin, 魂) go 
down.  In the end, both will return to the universe. 

�  Confucianism is not much concerned about life 
after death.  Confucius is known to have said, “We 
don’t know well enough about life, how can we 
know matters about death?” (不知生焉知死?) 



 
Human Existence 

�  The chief  difference between Taoism and Buddhism 
lies in their different views about moral characters and 
civilizations.  Taoism is more naturalistic (non-willful 
action 無為) while Confucianism more humanistic, 
requiring a proper exercise of  the will, even exertion. 

�  Unlike Buddhism and Christianity, Confucianism holds 
an optimistic view of  human nature, without the 
Buddhist concept of  bad karma (惡業) or the Christian 
concept of  original sin (原罪). 

�  According to Mencius (孟子), human nature is born 
good.  Moral characters can be cultivated from what is 
good in human nature. 



 
Human Existence 

�  According to Hsun Tzu (荀子), human nature is selfish 
like other animals (thus in some sense evil), so it has 
to be cultivated and controlled with moral virtues and 
rituals, or culture and society in general. 

�  Mencius takes the position that moral virtues are 
intrinsic to human nature, while Hsun Tzu holds a 
“utilitarian” view of  moral virtues and culture. 

�  Neo-Confucianism becomes more interested in the 
speculation about human nature.  It emphasizes the 
view found in Mencius and Doctrine of  the Mean that 
human nature is endowed by Heaven or Great 
Ultimate. 



 
Human Existence 

�  Chi Hsi, similar to Aristotle, is more realistic while 
Wang Yang-Ming, similar to Plato, more idealistic.  
In interpreting “格物” in the Great Learning, Chu 
Hsi emphasized the investigation of  the physical 
world, but Wang Yang-Ming emphasized the 
investigation of  the truth in our mind. 

�  Neo-Confucianism has developed metaphysical 
views that are meant to respond to the challenges 
from Taoism and Buddhism.  In that process, they 
have developed some ideas akin to those in Taoism 
and Buddhism, such as Tao (道), True Nature (性), 
and Transcendental Reason (理).   



 
Suffering, Evil, and Death 

�  All religions and philosophies recognize the facts of 
suffering, evil, and death, but they have explained 
them in different ways. 

�  In general, both Taoism and Confucianism tend to 
distinguish between what may be called “natural” 
suffering and death and “made-made” suffering 
and death.  Natural suffering and death are 
accepted as our fate or destiny or the order of  
nature.  Both Taoism and Confucianism are 
interested in understanding and solving man-made 
suffering and death. 



 
Suffering, Evil, and Death 

�  Taoism and Confucianism differ in the criteria for 
distinguishing between the natural and man-made. 

�  Unlike Buddhism and Christianity, Confucianism 
does not have the concept of  some fundamental 
defect or fall in the cosmos.  However, it entertains 
some idea of  correspondence between the natural 
realm and the human realm (天人感應).  The ruler is 
often blamed for natural as well as man-made 
disasters. 

�  The Confucian concept of  evil is essentially social 
and moral in meaning, rarely cosmic. 



 
Suffering, Evil, and Death 

�  The distinction between good and evil in 
Confucianism is not based on the concept that the 
good deeds will get the reward of  going to heaven or 
evil deeds to hell, nor based on commands by some 
supernatural being or beings. 

�  Confucian view of  values is akin to the Kantian view. 

�  For Confucianism, the criteria for distinguishing good 
and bad are based on what is good or bad in the 
context of  human character, society, or culture. 

�  Confucianism is often regarded as a humanistic 
philosophy rather than a “religion.” 



Suffering, Evil, and Death 
�  Since Confucianism believes that human nature is 

born good, evil arises from lack of  proper 
cultivation and from the influence of  environment. 

�  The greatest evil may actually come from a ruler 
who fails to govern the world in the proper way.  It 
places great moral constraints on rulers’ power. 

�  Mencius has drawn the conclusion that people have 
the right to kill a ruler in a rebellion against his 
ruthless rule. 

�  Confucianism has many democratic ideas, but it 
has not produced a democratic political system as 
we know today. 



The Solution to  
Suffering, Evil, and Death 

�  Since the greatest evil may arise from a bad 
government, the most important solution is the 
moral cultivation of  those who govern. 

�  The Confucian model of  government is essentially 
ethical in orientation.  The ruler and government 
officials must start with their own moral cultivation. 

�  Confucius spent his entire life looking for a position 
in order to realize his political ideal.  In the 
meantime, he started the first private education in 
China in order to train qualified people to become 
good government officials. 



The Solution to  
Suffering, Evil, and Death 

�  The most important moral virtues include: 
�  Human-heartedness (jen 仁) 

�  Golden rule/silver rule (shu 恕) 
�  Propriety and ritual (li 禮) 

�  Righteousnes (yi 義) 
�  Wisdom (chih 智) 
�  Courage (yung 勇) 

�  Loyalty (chung 忠) 
�  Filial Piety (hsiao 孝) 
�  Sincerity (ch’eng 誠) 

�  Poetry, music, archery, history, discussion, etc. 



The Solution to  
Suffering, Evil, and Death 

�  Moral virtues are the extension and expansion of  one’s 
true self, not imposed from outside and not for some 
ulterior motives or profits. 

�  It is imperative for rulers to be the moral model for the 
people. 

�  Both rulers and subjects should cultivate moral 
virtues. 

�  The moral cultivation should start from an individual to 
his family, his community, then to the whole world, as 
it is taught in the Great Learning (大學). 



The Solution to  
Suffering, Evil, and Death 

�  Mencius has argued that the four basic moral virtues 
can be cultivated from the “Four Beginnings” that all 
people are born with (Mencius 2A:6): 
�  The feeling of  commiseration (惻隱之心) à human-

heartedness (仁) 

�  The feeling of  shame and dislike (羞惡之心) à 
righteousness (義) 

�  The feeling of  deference and compliance (辭讓之心) à 
propriety or rites (禮) 

�  The feeling of  right and wrong (是非之心) à wisdom (智) 



The Solution to  
Suffering, Evil, and Death 

�  Mencius said, “When a government that could not 
bear to see the suffering of  the people is conducted 
from a mind that cannot bear to see the suffering 
of  others, then government of  the empire will be as 
easy as making something go round in the 
palm.” (2A:6) 

�  Mencius introduced the idea of  “All Pervading 
Magnificent Energy” (浩然之氣) in the universe that 
embodies the moral order.  It is probably equivalent 
to Confucius’ “Heavenly Mandate or Order” (天命) 
or the idea of  Great Ultimate (太極). 



The Solution to  
Suffering, Evil, and Death 

�  Confucianism accepts natural death and even 
natural suffering.  It is mainly, if  not only, 
interested in eliminating man-made death and 
man-made suffering by establishing a morally good 
government and society. 

�  Tung Chung-Shu (董仲舒) was largely responsible 
for making Confucianism the state teaching.  He 
also started the Imperial Civil Service Examination 
(科舉), which was more formally established in 605 
AD and continued until 1905. 



The Solution to  
Suffering, Evil, and Death 

�  The Imperial Civil Service Examination was largely 
confined to the memorization and interpretation of  
the Five Classics and Four Books, which consist of  
about 400,000 characters.  

�  The examination was open to all people, essentially 
irrespective of  family pedigree or class distinctions. 

�  It served to maintain a long tradition of  cultural 
identity and high value of  education but also 
discouraged the pursuit of  practical matters as well 
as scientific inquiries. 



The Ideal World 
�  The ideal of  perfect person, “Superior Person” or 

chun-tzu (君子): Originally referring to a hereditary or 
aristocratic person, but Confucianism has 
transformed it into a person who has embodied the 
Confucian virtues in thought and practice.  Everyone 
can and should become a Superior Person. 

�  The ideal of  moral virtue, “Human-heartedness” or 
jen (仁):  Most likely the most important of  all 
Confucian virtues.  It is equivalent to the Christian 
love (agape) or the Buddhist compassion (karuna). 

�  The ideal world: All people live in peace in the spirit 
of  human-heartedness. 



The Ideal World 
�  The basic five relations live in harmony according to 

the Confucian virtues.  The five relations are: ruler 
and minister, father and son, husband and wife, elder 
and younger brothers, and friends. 

�  There will be no suffering caused by human actions.  
There will be natural suffering and death, but all 
people will or should help one another.  The ruler is 
especially responsible to all people. 

�  The ideal ruler should rule as a person of  perfect 
virtue (君子).  His moral force will spontaneously 
influence the people as wind, wave, or magical power.  
He is a little like Plato’s “philosopher king.” 



The Ideal World 
�  Perfect harmony will exist in the whole universe. 

Heaven, earth, and humans are the Confucian Trinity.  
Humans are integral parts and the culmination of  the 
universe.  There is some magical correspondence 
between the natural world and the human world. 

�  The ideal world has often been explained as some 
kind of  unity or identity with the ultimate reality, such 
as 太極 (great ultimate), 天 (heaven), 天命 (heavenly 
destiny), 道 (the way), 浩然之氣 (the great force), or, 
in Neo-Confucianism, 理 (transcendental reason). 

�  There is some form of  Confucian mysticism. 



The Ideal World 
�  The Confucian ideal world is different from the 

Christian conception of  heaven that is beyond this 
universe; also different from the Buddhist conception 
of  Western Paradise (西天) or Nirvana (涅槃). 

�  The Confucian ideal world is more or less consistent 
with the basic ideas in the Book of  Changes (易經), 
according to which the universe evolves as the 
interactions between the Yin (陰) and Yang (陽) forces 
or energies.  Yin and Yang may become unbalanced, 
even in conflict,  but they are essentially 
complementary. 

�  Yin and Yang are in turn evolved (not created) from 
the Great reality (太極) or Non-Ultimate (無極). 


